Exact four-body equations of Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas are solved for neutron-3 He and proton-3 H scattering in the energy regime above the four-nucleon breakup threshold. Cross sections and spin observables for elastic, transfer, charge-exchange, and breakup reactions are calculated using realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction models, including the one with effective many-nucleon forces due to explicit ∆-isobar excitation. The experimental data are described reasonably well with only few exceptions such as vector analyzing powers.
Collisions and reactions are among the most important processes used to study various quantum systems ranging from ultracold atoms to nuclear and particle physics. However, reliable information about their properties can be extracted from experimental data only when an accurate theoretical description of the scattering process is available which is much more complicated to obtain as compared to bound systems. With the three-particle system already well under control the next step is the study of collisions and reactions involving four-particles.
Due to its inherent complexity, rich structure of resonances, and multitude of channels the four-nucleon (4N ) system constitutes a highly challenging but also promising theoretical laboratory to test the nucleon-nucleon (N N ) force models. But for that to be possible one needs to be able to solve numerically, over a broad range of energy, the corresponding scattering equations in momentum or coordinate space. Work on this problem evolved slowly over the years but took a fast leap forward in the last ten years.
Four-nucleon scattering results with realistic force models emerged first through coordinate space calculations but were limited to single channel n-3 H and p-3 He [1] [2] [3] and p-3 H [4] reactions below inelastic threshold. In that region the 4N system exhibits a rich structure of resonances [5] in different partial waves that have been well identified in the literature and whose understanding in terms of the underlying force models constitutes a major yet unresolved challenge for theory. More recent results show that adding a three-nucleon (3N ) force does not necessarily improve the agreement with the experimental data [3, 6, 7] , unless particular 3N force models are used [8] . As in the three-nucleon system, complex scaling methods are now being used to calculate single channel reactions above breakup threshold, however, with semirealistic S-wave interactions so far [9] .
Given that the treatment of the Coulomb interaction between protons became possible in momentum-space calculations by using the method of screening and renormalization [10] , solutions of the Alt, Grassberger and Sandhas (AGS) equations [11] for the transition operators have been accomplished at energies below breakup threshold for a number of realistic N N interactions [12] . Because asymptotic boundary conditions are naturally imposed by the way one handles the two-cluster singularities, one could calculate cross sections and spin observables for all two-cluster reactions ranging from n- [14] and their respective time reversal. In this energy range calculations were done using realaxis integration with subtraction method, spline interpolation, and Padé summation [15] for matrix elements of the transition operators [12] . This approach was extended to allow for an explicit ∆-isobar excitation yielding effective 3N and 4N forces [16] . Unlike coordinate space methods, adding an irreducible 3N force constitutes a major stumbling block for momentum-space calculations that has not yet been resolved, except for bound state calculations [17] .
Given the complex analytical structure of the fourbody kernel in momentum space above three-and, especially, four-cluster threshold, going beyond breakup threshold seemed for a while an impossible endeavor. Using complex energy in the form of Z = E + iǫ, where ǫ is a finite quantity [18] , was a mirage that only worked well when a new integration method with special weights [19] In this work we present the most challenging step in 4N scattering research by addressing n-3 He and p-3 H mixed isospin T = 0 and 1 reactions above the breakup threshold where the singularity structure of the four-nucleon kernel attains its highest complexity due to a variety of open channels. This continues the investigations we pioneered years ago below breakup [14] . Because all two, three-and four-cluster channels are open we are confronted with the most complex nuclear reaction calculation to date that actually resembles a typical nuclear reaction process where elastic, charge exchange, transfer and breakup take place simultaneously.
We use the symmetrized AGS equations [12] as appropriate for the four-nucleon system in the isospin formalism. They are integral equations for the four-particle transition operators U βα , i.e.,
Here, α = 1 corresponds to the 3 + 1 partition (12,3)4 whereas α = 2 corresponds to the 2+2 partition (12)(34); there are no other distinct two-cluster partitions in the system of four identical particles. The symmetrized 3+1 or 2+2 subsystem transition operators are obtained from the respective integral equations
The free resolvent at the complex energy E + iε is given by
with H 0 being the free Hamiltonian. The pair (12) transition matrix
is derived from the potential v; for the pp pair v includes both the nuclear and the screened Coulomb potential. Thereby all transition operators acquire parametric dependence on the screening radius R but for simplicity it is suppressed in our notation. The full antisymmetry of the four-nucleon system is ensured by the permutation operators P ab of particles a and b with P 1 = P 12 P 23 + P 13 P 23 and P 2 = P 13 P 24 , together with the special symmetry of basis states as pointed out in Refs. [12, 19] . The numerical calculations are performed for complex energies, i.e., with finite ε. A special integration method developed in Ref. [19] is used to treat the quasisingularities of the AGS equations (1). The limit ε → +0 needed for the calculation of scattering amplitudes and observables is obtained by the extrapolation of finite ε results. Beside the point method proposed in Ref. [21] and applied in Refs. [18, 19] we use, as an additional accuracy check, cubic spline extrapolation with nonstandard choice of the boundary conditions, namely, the one ensuring continuity of the third derivative [22] . These two different methods lead to indistinguishable results confirming the reliability of the calculations. We use ε ranging from 1 to 2 MeV at the lowest considered energies and from 2 to 4 MeV at the highest considered energies. About 30 grid points for the discretization of each momentum variable are used.
The limit ε → +0 is calculated separately for each value of the Coulomb screening radius R. After that the renormalization procedure is performed as described in Refs. [10, 13, 14] and the results are checked to be independent of R provided R is large enough. In the present calculations we found R ranging from 10 to 16 fm (depending on reaction and energy) to be fully sufficient for convergence.
The results are also fully converged with respect to the partial-wave expansion. The calculations include 2N partial waves with orbital angular momentum l x ≤ 5, 3N partial waves with spectator orbital angular momentum l y ≤ 5 and total angular momentum J y ≤ 11 2 , 4N partial waves with 1+3 and 2+2 orbital angular momentum l z ≤ 6, resulting in up to about 21000 channels for fixed 4N total angular momentum and parity. For some reactions, e.g., n-3 He elastic scattering, the partial-wave convergence is considerably faster, allowing for a reduction in the employed angular momentum cutoffs. After the AGS equations are solved, for the calculation of observables it is sufficient to include only the initial and final 1+3 states with l z ≤ 5 or even l z ≤ 4, the only exception being the transfer reactions requiring l z ≤ 6 for both 1+3 and 2+2 channels. Further technical details on the solution of the four-nucleon AGS equations can be found in Refs. [12, 19] .
We study n-3 He and p-3 H scattering using realistic high-precision two-baryon potentials, namely, the purely nucleonic inside-nonlocal outside-Yukawa (INOY04) potential by Doleschall [3, 23] and the coupled-channel extension of the charge-dependent Bonn potential (CD Bonn) [24] , called CD Bonn + ∆ [25] . The latter allows for an excitation of a nucleon to a ∆ isobar effectively yielding three-and four-nucleon forces (3NF and 4NF). In Fig. 1 we show the n-3 He total and partial cross sections for all open channels as functions of the incoming neutron beam energy E n ranging from 0 to 24 MeV. Results obtained using the INOY04 potential are compared with data from Refs. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Below 5 MeV where several resonant 4N states are present the theory underpredicts the data as already pointed out in Ref. [14] , but at higher energies the predictions follow the data, not just for the largest total and elastic cross sections but also for the 3 He(n, p) 3 H charge exchange and the 3 He(n, d) 2 H transfer reactions. Using unitarity we calculate also the total breakup cross section (three-plus fourcluster) which rises fast and quickly becomes the dominant inelastic channel; the few existing data points have large error bars and, except for the first one at E n = 8 MeV, are consistent with our predictions.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the angular dependence of the differential cross sections dσ/dΩ and nucleon analyzing powers A y for n-3 He and p-3 H elastic scattering at few selected energies above the four-cluster breakup threshold. Differential cross sections peak at forward direction and show a deep minimum around Θ c.m. = 115
• . Unlike at low energies, analyzing powers develop a shallow minimum around 90
• before they rise to a maximum around 120
• . All these special features in the observables slowly move to larger angles with increasing energy. Much like in p-d and p-3 He elastic scattering we observe that a reasonable description of the data [28, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] emerges as the energy rises; there remain only small or at most moderate discrepancies, the most notable one being around the A y minimum. At E n = 12 MeV and E p = 13.6 MeV we show also the results obtained with the CD Bonn + ∆ interaction where effective 3N and 4N forces are included. The difference between the INOY04 and CD Bonn + ∆ only shows up around the minima of dσ/dΩ and A y indicating that the elastic scattering results are not very sensitive to the force model.
Next we consider the charge exchange reaction 3 H(p, n)
3 He at proton beam energy E p ranging from 7 to 18 MeV. In contrast to elastic scattering, the differential cross section for the charge exchange reaction exhibits a strong energy dependence as demonstrated in Fig. 4 . In particular, a simple shape of dσ/dΩ at E p = 7 MeV with a single minimum around Θ c.m. = 95
• evolves into Fig. 2 . The data are from Refs. [34, 35] . a more complex one with a local maximum around 80
• -90
• and two minima near 50
• and 120
• . Furthermore, the backward peak decreases rapidly with increasing energy while the evolution of the forward peak is non-monotonic: first it slowly decreases but then starts to increase for E p > 10 MeV. Given such a complicated behavior of the differential cross section for the charge-exchange reaction, the observed good agreement between our theoretical predictions and experimental data from Refs. [36] [37] [38] [39] is very impressive. In addition to INOY04 predictions, at E p = 13.6 MeV we show the results obtained using the CD Bonn + ∆ interaction model. We find differences of about 10% and 5% at forward and backward angles, respectively. Differences between INOY04 and CD Bonn + 3 He reaction at 7, 9, 13.6, and 18 MeV proton energy. Curves as in Fig. 2 . The data are from Refs. [36] [37] [38] [39] .
∆ become even more pronounced in the spin observables, reaching up to 10 -15%. In Fig. 5 we show proton analyzing power A y and proton to neutron polarization transfer coefficients K x for the charge exchange reaction at E p = 13.6 MeV. The shape of the observables with several extrema is reproduced by both interaction models, but INOY04 yields a better quantitative description of the data [40, 41] , especially for the polarization transfer coefficients. The extrema of A y represent the worst case with a significant discrepancy between theory and experiment. Otherwise, the overall description of the data is impressive given its complexity and the absence of any adjustable parameter in the calculations or the interactions after they have been fit to the N N data.
Finally in Fig. 6 we show the differential cross section for the 3 H(p, d) 2 H transfer reaction at E p = 13.6 MeV. The shape of the observable having several local extrema and a forward peak is well reproduced by calculations except at larger angles Θ c.m. > 45
• where, after the minimum, the data [34, 42] are slightly underpredicted. The sensitivity to the force model reaches 10% but this time the CD Bonn + ∆ interaction model provides better description of the data around Θ c.m. = 90
• . This sensitivity to some extent may be caused by the correlation with 3 H binding energy, as found in Ref. [43] for 2 H(d, p) 3 H fusion below three-cluster threshold.
In summary, the most advanced state-of-the-art calculations involving all multichannel reactions in the fournucleon system have been performed above breakup threshold using exact AGS equations. The results were obtained for mixed isospin (T = 0 and 1) reactions initiated by the scattering of a neutron on a 3 He target or a proton on a 3 H target. Realistic nuclear force models INOY04 and CD Bonn + ∆, the latter yielding also effective many-nucleon forces due to ∆-isobar excitation, were used together with the proton-proton Coulomb in- Fig. 2 . The data are from Refs. [34, 42] .
teraction included via the screening and renormalization method. Calculations are fully converged with respect to numerical integration, angular momentum decomposition, and Coulomb screening.
The results are in good agreement with the experimental data except for few observables in specific angular regions. Even in such cases the overall reproduction of the complex structure of the observables having several local extrema is impressive as demonstrated, e.g., for differential cross section and polarization transfer coefficients in the 3 H(p, n) 3 He reaction. The only sizable discrepancy is found for proton analyzing power in the charge exchange reaction. Calculations with different potentials show that inelastic reactions and spin observables are more sensitive to interaction models.
Further calculations, including elastic, transfer, and breakup reactions in deuteron-deuteron scattering, are under way to gain deeper insight into the four-nucleon system and the chosen nuclear force models. This work also opens the door to study the validity of approximate methods in reaction theory to treat direct nuclear reactions. Furthermore, the present developments are also of great importance to cold-atom physics where the momentum-space AGS equations were proven to be a powerful tool to study universal phenomena [44, 45] . For example, implementing the ideas of this work in the calculations of Ref. [46] will enable the description of fouratom recombination at finite temperature.
